RE
We will be learning and exploring the religious
festivals of Shavuot and Pentecost. At the end
of the unit children will
be able to explain their
significance and find
comparisons and
differences.

PE
In PE this term, children will be developing
their physical skills whilst playing Jumpball.
Children will be assessed against these
criteria:

I can perform
a range of
skills fluently
and
accurately.

I can link
actions
together so that they flow.

I can select and apply a range of skills
with good control and consistency.
All Year 5 PE classes will have PE on Monday
and Wednesday.
They will also continue to have Fitness Groove
with Coach D on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday every other week.

Reading

Home learning

Remember to keep reading at least 5
times a week. It is important that you
record a quality comment in your home
school link book. The comment could
tell us your favourite part of the story,
what you did or didn't enjoy or what you
think might happen next. Use page 11 of
the HSL book for help.
Maths Home Learning

Each week a challenge is set on Times
Table Rock Stars. Children can either
play online or complete the double
sided A3 sheet. If they play online, the
must score 480 points. Only children
who play online will be in with the
chance of winning a certificate.
Independence Project
At this point in the year, children should
have earned their Bronze Star to be on
track to have earned their Gold by the
summer.
Bronze Star- 25 pieces of quality learning
Silver Star- 50 pieces of quality learning
Gold Star– 100 pieces of quality learning
Super Star– 200 pieces of quality learning
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Science

Computing

Over the next two terms, children will be
learning about living things and their
habitats. Children will research and enquire
into the key stages and differences of the
life cycles of mammals, birds, reptiles,
amphibians and insects.

Our unit Game Creator will support children
to make their own game! We will analyse an
existing computer game before children go
on to design and create their own. We will
finish with an
evaluation and
sharing our
creations.

Mathematics

Art
In our clay sculpture unit, children will be
designing and sculpting their own clay
dragon eyes. They will be creating
prototypes and considering colour choice to
make an effective final piece.

We will be continuing to learn about
percentages before moving onto our new
topic geometry. Mainly we will focus on:

knowing types of angles

measuring angles

investigating angles on a line and a point

drawing angles

Describing and investigating shapes
including squares and rectangles
We advise that you get a protractor to support
learning at home.

English
Over the next two terms, children will be
reading and exploring the text ‘How to Train
Your Dragon’ by Cressida Cowell. Children will
be using different structures of writing to
explore and develop the ideas that they have
read about. Some of the texts children will
write are:

a narrative to retell how the boys
captured the dragon,

fact cards for dragons in the book,

a persuasion piece for an event within
the book,

a poem in the style of a Kenning.

